




Valuable Resources

Find great outdoor activities on-line.
Search by category: hike, bike, camp.
A free service of Jeffers Foundation.

Simply the most useful and educational 
calendar around. From the Freshwater

 Society. PDF files of the calendar and
phenology pages are available at

JeffersFoundation.org 



Setting the Stage -
Prepare for Success

• All learning begins with observation - use ALL your 
senses to learn about the natural world.
• Stop, look and listen. How many sounds do you 
hear? Take pictures.
• Smell the pines, flowers, marsh. Reach out and feel 
the bark on a tree.
• Use questions to guide your child’s observations.
• Carry a magnifier and journal. Observe and record.
• Quantify. How many? How big? How much time?



Getting Ready to Go!

• Start with a spirit of 
adventure.
• Establish an ethic of 
respect and empathy for 
living things and their 
surroundings.
• Create a small ‘treasures 
box’ for collections of 
rocks, leaves and other 
small things.

• Dress for the weather.
• Focus on FUN and 
sharing with your family.





Winter Spring Summer Fall

• Start a nature journal to keep 
memories of your special
outdoor adventures.
• Take a hike and, once you are 
back home, write and draw
what you have seen or take 
pictures and paste them into
the book. This can be a 
wonderful activity before 
bedtime.
• Tell the story of your day 
exploring and learning in 
nature.

Nature Journal

Learn more: Use the monthly Phenology information in 
TM

the Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  Calendar to 
help you anticipate what natural events may be occurring.



Winter

• What date did the first 
snow happen?
• How deep was the snow? 
Measure it and mark it in 
your journal.
• Celebrate by making 
snow angels, building 
a snow house or a 
snow fort—with a little 
snow ammunition.
• Measure snow depth 
again several days later. 
Has it gone down?

First Snow

Learn more: What animals are out and 
about in the snow? How do you know?



Winter

Snow Stories

Learn more: Are there tracks in your backyard? Watch to see who 
makes them. Read, In the Snow: Who’s Been There?

• Be a nature detective. Take a hike or 
cross-country ski at a nearby nature center 
or park to look for tracks in the snow.
• Who was there? What did 
they do?
• Use a book to help identify 
the tracks and take a picture 
or draw what you see in 
your journal.
• Write a story for your 
journal to tell what 
you think happened.



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• On a crisp clear night venture outside to look at the stars.
• Can you find the Big Dipper? The astronomy section in your

TM
Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  Calendar may help you 
recognize it.
• What other constellations can you find?
• Listen as well as look. Do you hear an owl hoot? Owls nest
very early in the year and call to each other to establish
their territories.

Starry Night

Learn more: Check the monthly Astronomy page in the Minnesota
TMWeatherguide Environment  Calendar.



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• If you have a seed feeder, a suet 
feeder, a bush or tree to hide in and a 
heated water bowl, birds will flock to 
your yard.
• If not, hike to the park to sprinkle 
some seed.
• What kind of birds come to eat?
• Listen for the first time you hear the 
red cardinal sing. He is ready for 
spring. Mark the date in your journal.

Feathered Friends

Learn more: Check the Phenology pages in your Minnesota Weatherguide 
TMEnvironment  Calendar to learn what other birds may be seen in this 

season. Click on ‘Birding’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org for local birding sites.



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• Select a special place (or a special tree) and make a 
photograph or drawing of this place in each season of the 
year.
• Record the dates in your journal along with the 
photographs (or drawings).
• Describe the changes you notice throughout the year.

How A Special Place Changes

Learn more: Do you see different animals each season?



Spring

• Watch for seasonal firsts.
• The first swollen green or red 
buds on trees.
• The first dandelion in the lawn 
or flower blooming in the 
garden.
• The first crocus, the first loon 
call of spring, the first frog 
songs, the first butterfly or 
buzzing bee.
• Mark the dates in your journal.

Finding Firsts: Phenology

Learn more: Phenology is the study of the timing and order of natural 
TMevents. Check your Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  Calendar.

each month for phenology information.



Spring

• In March, the maple 
sap is rising. Visit a 
nature center that has 
maple syrup collection 
classes or 
demonstrations.
• Celebrate maple trees 
with a pancake 
breakfast.
• Help your child 
recognize that trees in 
the forest are an 
important part of your 
life.

Sweet Fun

Learn more: Play ‘I spy.’ How many items in your home came from
trees? Did you eat any ‘tree food’ today (nuts, fruit, chocolate, coffee)?
Dodge Nature Center has an annual maple syruping event.



Spring

• Spring is a great time to visit a 
National Wildlife Refuge where 
there are many kinds of animals.
• Ducks, geese, herons and loons 
will be migrating north. Even 
wetlands and ponds in your local 
park may be filled with waterfowl 
stopping over to 
rest and feed. Soon 
woodland trees will be atwitter 
with song birds.
• A great time for a hike and good 
exercise, too. In your journal draw 
or list the birds and animals that 
you find.

Spring Arrives

Learn more: Find a nearby Wildlife Refuge: http://www.fws.gov/refuges



Spring Summer

• When the weather warms in May, you 
have a great opportunity to teach your 
child where food comes from.
• Check the calendar for the last frost date, 
then dig in the dirt.
• Plant a patio tomato and a window box of 
lettuce seeds—or better yet, a small garden 
with a row of peas or other favorites.
• Record the planting dates in your journal.
• What do the plants need to live and 
grow?
• Enjoy the sunshine, water regularly, keep 
notes in your journal. Harvest the fruits of 
your labor.

TMLearn more: In your Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  
Calendar, see the ‘Grow with Kare’ section for tips.

Where Food Comes From



Winter Spring Summer Fall

17

• To increase observational 
skills, look for colors in nature 
that are an exact match for a 
color in your clothing.
• Pick up paint chips at a local 
hardware store and each hike
you take can focus on a 
different color—or several 
colors.
• Find really small or large, soft 
or hard, smooth or rough
things that exactly match the 
color.
• Green colors are varied in 
spring and a challenge to 
match with a paint chip.

Color Hikes

Learn more: Are there still colors to find in winter? Yes!



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• We cannot see the wind.
• How do we know it is blowing? 
Look for evidence of wind. Make a list 
of the ways to ‘see’ wind.
• Now, blow bubbles. Which way is 
the wind blowing? Can you run faster 
than the wind?
• Can you figure out a way to 
measure the speed of the
wind?

Find the Wind

TMLearn more: In the Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  Calendar, use the 
Beaufort Scale to estimate wind speed.



Spring Summer Fall

• Take a hike during a gentle rain to 
follow water that runs off your roof.
• Where does it go in your yard? 
Where are puddles?
• Where does it leave your yard?
• Where does it go next? Use a map. 
Where is the closest creek or 
wetland?

Rainy Day Puddle Fun

Learn more: Rain is one way the Earth recycles water. We could not live without it. 
TMRead more about water in the Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  Calendar.



Spring Summer Fall

At the creek: stop, look, listen, touch
• Toss a stick in the stream to see which way the water flows. 
How does the stream feel tugging on your fingers?
• Find a round, smooth rock polished by water.
• Bring a bucket and small net. Discover who lives here?
• Gently return the creatures to the water when you finish 
studying them.

Water Magic

Learn more: Water is vital for all living things. Enjoy a sip from your 
reusable water bottle.



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• January is usually the coldest month. July is usually the 
hottest. Keep track of daily temperatures for a month.
• Measure at about the same time and place each day and 
record in your journal.
• Your child may be keeping similar records at school. If so, 
how do the temperatures compare?
• Older children might make a graph and look for trends.

Recording Temperature

Learn more: How do your temperatures compare to ‘normal’ 
TMtemperatures shown on your Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  

Calendar?



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• Visit a nearby park for an 
‘animal homes hike.’
• Search trees for holes, bird 
nests made of sticks, squirrel 
nests made of clumps of leaves, 
spider webs, insect borings and 
cocoons.
• Search the ground for holes, 
burrows, gopher mounds, mole 
tunnels and earthworm holes.
• Do you see or hear other signs 
of wildlife? Who is the most 
observant?

Animal Homes

Learn more: Good homes provide food, shelter, water and space to live. 
Find local nature centers under ‘Explore Nature’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org



Spring Summer Fall

• Go camping—if it is a first time, camp in 
your backyard.
• Keep a record of night sights and 
sounds.
• Venture out and camp in a Minnesota 
State or National Park.
• Give each camping adventure a 
purpose—like fishing, finding flowers, 
wildlife or new kinds of rocks. Check 
Phenology in the Minnesota 

TMWeatherguide Environment  Calendar 
for ideas.

Camping Out

Learn more: Check out 
http://www.nwf.org/backyardcampout/about.cfm
Also, click on the ‘Camping’ button at FamiliesOutdoors.org



Spring Summer Fall

• Pretend you are a rabbit 
and find a good safe hiding 
spot to spend the night.
• Build a tree house or a 
tree fort made of sticks 
piled against a big tree 
trunk.
• Read a book in your little 
hideout.

Learn more: Read a book about animal homes.

Hide Out!



Spring Summer Fall

• Follow an ant trail. Draw 
a trail map.
• Can you find their home?
• What are the ants doing? 
How fast do they move?
• Do they all look alike?
• Are the ants carrying 
anything? What?
• Plan an experiment to 
answer a question about 
ants.

Visit Your Ants

Learn more: See http://home.comcast.net/~rtruscio/ants/STRANGER.htm



Summer

• Jump in the lake—or a wading 
pool. A good way to cool off on 
a hot day.
• How hot is it today? Record 
the temperature and mark it in 
your journal.
• How does it compare with the 
‘normal’ temperature for the 
day?
• Is the water cooler than the 
air? Cooler than the sand?

Go Jump in a Lake

Learn more: Use your fingers and toes to compare temperatures. For 
swimming beaches in local parks click on ‘Swimming’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org



Spring Summer Fall

• Arrange a visit to a farm, 
garden or farmers market.
• Go to a commercial farm to 
pick strawberries, blackberries 
or blueberries.
• Visit a community garden or 
a community supported 
agriculture garden.

Learn more: Talk to the farmer. Enjoy eating new foods.  
‘Gardening’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org.

Take Your Pick



Spring Summer Fall

• Build a sand castle on the 
beach or in your backyard 
sandbox.
• Get a magnifying glass and 
look at the grains of sand. How 
many different colors can you 
find?
• Which color has the most 
grains?
• Pour water on the sand. What 
happens?

Learn more: How is sand different from the soil in a yard or garden?

Sandy Bottom



Summer

• For a great nighttime 
adventure, stay up late to 
see the Perseid Meteor 
shower.
• A meteor is a mass of 
rock or metal that enters 
the Earth's atmosphere 
from outer space. Friction 
with air molecules makes 
the meteors so hot they 
glow. They usually burn up 
before they hit the 
ground.
• Make lots of good 
wishes.

Learn more: Check August in your calendar for the best date or check the 
internet: www.stardate.org/nightsky/meteors/

Shooting Stars



Spring Summer Fall

• Plant a tree. Trees provide 
many gifts for us: beauty, 
shade, foods (fruits, nuts, 
chocolate, syrup), wood for 
homes, oxygen to breathe, 
rubber for tires, homes for 
wildlife and much more. 
Thank a tree!
• Use photos or drawings in 
your journal to record growth 
of your tree. Talk about the 
importance of good 
stewardship.

Learn more: Evergreens, Silver Maple, Aspen and Birch are fast-growing varieties 
to consider planting. Water frequently in summer, allow adequate space to grow. 
‘Volunteering/Stewardship’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org can link you to 
opportunities for service in your community.

Digging in Dirt



Spring Summer Fall

• Take a hike along a river or 
creek. How many sounds can 
you list in your journal?
• Do you find tracks in the 
sand? Who lives in the water? 
Do people come here?
• Is there trash along the 
banks? If so, do a good deed 
and help clean up the Earth a 
bit. A plastic bag in a back 
pocket comes in handy.

Water Music

Learn more: Come back in winter to see how things have changed.
There are many nearby hiking trails. Click on ‘Hiking’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org 



Spring Summer Fall

• Cut the engine. Slow 
down, relax, feel the 
motion of the water, listen 
to the sound.
• Paddle into the marsh? 
Who lives there? What 
type of birds do you see?
• Float under a tree? What 
do you hear, see, feel, 
smell?

Learn more: No boat? Rent a paddle boat or canoe in the park. 
Check out ‘Canoeing/Kayaking’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org.

Float Your Boat



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• Look at the shape of the 
tail and count the fins. 
Does it swim fast or slow?
• Does it have spines for 
protection?
• Is it a predator with big 
teeth?
• Marvel at the colors. Are 
they for camouflage to 
hide in the grasses? 
• How does it taste?

Learn more: Fish with forked tails are fast swimmers. 
Those with rounded tails are slower. Click on ‘Fishing’ 
at FamiliesOutdoors.org for locations.

Go Fishing



Fall

• A sunny September day is the perfect time for a short hike 
near home. Look for monarch butterflies stopping to sip 
nectar as they fly south for the winter. What plants do they 
stop to feed on?
• Listen for the loud buzzing of katydids. Can you find one 
clinging to a tree trunk or branch?
• Search for crickets under leaves or around logs and rocks. 
How many can you find? Female crickets have long ‘tails.’

Learn more: Check the Phenology section in your calendar to learn what other 
exciting things you may discover.

Flutter and Buzz



Fall

• Visit an orchard to pick 
apples. What kinds of 
apples do they grow? 
How do varieties differ? 
Do a taste test.
• Visit a farm to pick 
pumpkins for Halloween 
and select one with a 
peculiar shape to carve 
and a small one for a pie.
• Make a special pie 
from the fruit you 
gathered.

Learn more: What vegetables are most abundant in the farmers market 
this time of year?.

Fall Flavors



Spring Summer Fall

• Build a campfire. Enjoy songs, 
stories and the stars in the sky. 
Roast marshmallows. 
• 

• Can you hear an owl hoot?
• Is the moon out tonight? 
What is the moon phase?

Listen for night sounds—the 
chirping crickets, croaking 
frogs, running water or an 
acorn falling from a tree.

Moonlight Camp Fire

Learn more: Check your calendar to see when 
there will be a bright full moon. Many 
constellations are visible in the night sky when the 
moon is new.



Fall

• Visit your local state park to enjoy the 
fall leaf color. Late September and 
October are good times to go.
• Carefully collect different colors and 
shapes of leaves, place them between 
paper towels to dry and then paste them 
into your journal. Can you identify the 
types of trees?
• In your journal, mark the date of the 
brightest colors so you will remember 
next year.
• Rake your yard, have fun jumping in the 
leaf piles, then compost the many 
colored leaves.

Fall Color Fling...

Learn more: See MN DNR at http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/index.html for a 
leaf color forecast. Check the Phenology section in the Minnesota 

TMWeatherguide Environment  Calendar for September and October.



Winter Spring Summer Fall

• Look at your calendar to determine the day and time 
when the moon will be full. Go outside to watch moonrise.
• The next night take a short moonlight hike around your 
yard. If it is clear and you start one hour after moonrise, 
you probably won’t even need a flashlight.
• Record your observations on your calendar or in your 
journal.

Moonrise Adventures

Learn more: Watch the moon all month to see how it 
changes. Do you ever see the moon in the sky during the day?
For local observatories click on ‘Astronomy’ at FamiliesOutdoors.org



Spring Summer Fall

• Stretch out on the lawn and look for shapes in the clouds. What 
imaginary creatures do you see?
• Do you wonder what kind of clouds these are?
- High wispy clouds are Cirrus.
- Clouds in low flat layers are called Stratus.
- Big puffy clouds are named Cumulus.
• Watch for different kinds of clouds throughout the week.
• What do they tell you about the weather?

TMLearn more: See the Minnesota Weatherguide Environment  Calendar for 
cloud pictures and descriptions.

Cloud Watching



Set the stage for adventure or share a story
at day’s end. A few recommendations to get started:
• Give Her the River, M. Browne
• Girls Who Looked Under Rocks, J. Atkins
• In the Snow: Who’s Been Here, L.B. George
• In the Woods: Who’s Been Here, L.B. George
• Kid’s Book of Weather Forecasting, M. Breen & K. Friestad
• Minnesota Birds, S. Tekiela (a whole series, Trees, etc.)
• My Nature Journal, A. Olmstead
• Rabbit and the Moon, D. Wood
• Secret Place, E. Bunting
• The Cloud Book, T. de Paola
• The Moon Seems to Change, F. Branley & E. Emberley

Books Open Doors

These ‘GO Cards’ are a free service of
Jeffers Foundation - JeffersFoundation.org

Special thanks to Sil Pembleton for developing
this project and to Galen Erickson for many 

of the photographs.
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